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DEVELOPMENT TOOLS & OPERATING SYSTEMS FEATURE

Industry Deals Underscore the Growing
Importance of Wide-Bandgap Semiconductors
More and more companies are releasing Gallium Nitride (GaN) and Silicon
Carbide (SiC) devices for advanced electronics and power systems, and more
and more engineers are adopting GaN and/or SiC in their next-generation
designs.

This growth and pattern of development echoes the journey digital power took
over a decade ago, as it migrated from idea to novelty to mainstream solution.
Read more
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MediaTek?s MT8516 2-Mic Development Kit for Alexa Voice Service
Makes its Debut
The MT8516 kit is conducive for many voice assistant devices and audio
applications including speakers, sound bars, smart home hubs, industrial
applications and smart home appliances. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Intel? Neural Compute Stick 2
Powered by the Intel? Movidius? X VPU and supports OpenVINO?, a toolkit
that accelerates solution development and streamlines deployment.
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

POWER ELECTRONICS NEWS
Panasonic Industry Europe Capacitors Empower the Latest Raspberry Pi
The newly-developed low-cost power supply of the Raspberry Pi 4 is equipped
with Polymer OSCON capacitors from Panasonic Industry Europe, with the
Raspberry Pi Foundation replacing two 1206 MLCCs with one of the
company?s Polymer SP capacitors.
Read more

POWER ELECTRONICS NEWS
Power Integrations? LYTSwitch-6 LED Drivers Use PowiGaN Technology
Using a simple, flexible flyback topology that leverages PowiGaN technology,
the 750V LYTSwitch-6 IC?s high efficiency eliminates the need for heatsinks
by reducing wasted heat by more than one-third.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Leapfrog the Competition With a Custom SoC
Now it?s for everyone. Join Arm and partners to learn the how and why of
custom SoC development.
Sponsored by Arm

 

IoT MARKET NEWS
Cepton Releases the Vista-X120
The Vista-X120 offers a 120o horizontal field of view (FOV), 0.15o angular
resolution and a maximum detection range of up to 200 meters at 10 percent
reflectivity
Read more

WEBCAST

Panel Discussion: IIoT/Industry 4.0 Workload Consolidation
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DEV KIT WEEKLY: HARDWARE REVIEW & RAFFLE

Dev Kit Weekly: Thundercomm TurboX AI Kit
This week we review the Thundercomm TurboX AI Kit, which is based on the
Thundercomm TurboX module, which is based on the Qualcomm SDA845
heterogeneous SoC, which is based on... just kidding. That rabbit hole matters
because the SDA845 SoC packs in a ton of processing performance for
different kinds of AI workloads
Read more
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